
 

WEEKLY LESSON PLANS 
Teacher: Schwartz, Alicia Course: Honors Chemistry (General Chemistry)     Periods: 4, (5), 6, 7   Week of: 10/22/2018 
  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Unit Learning 
Goals 

  Unit 4: Arrangement of Electrons in Atoms & the Periodic Law: Students will trace the development of the atomic model (including the quantum model), write electron 
configurations, and describe how the periodic table was developed and how its layout interrelates to electron configurations & chemical properties. 

   SWBAT explain the mathematical relationship among the speed, wavelength, & frequency of electromagnetic radiation. 
   SWBAT discuss the dual wave-particle nature of light. 
   SWBAT discuss the significance of the photoelectric effect and the line-emission spectrum of hydrogen to the development of the atomic model. 
   SWBAT describe the Bohr model of the hydrogen atom. 
   SWBAT discuss Louis de Broglie’s role in the development of the atomic quantum model. 
   SWBAT compare and contrast the Bohr model and the quantum model of the atom. 
   SWBAT explain how the Heisenberg uncertainty principle & Schrödinger wave equation led to the idea of atomic orbitals. 
   SWBAT list the four quantum numbers, and describe their significance. 
   SWBAT relate the number of sublevels corresponding to each of an atom’s main energy levels, number of orbitals per sublevel, & number of orbitals per main energy level. 
   SWBAT list the total number of electrons needed to fully occupy each main energy level. 
   SWBAT state the Aufbau principle, the Pauli exclusion principle, and Hund’s rule. 
   SWBAT describe the electron configurations for the atoms of any element using orbital notation, electron-configuration notation, and when appropriate, noble-gas notation. 
   SWBAT explain the roles of Mendeleev & Moseley in the periodic table’s development. 
   SWBAT describe the modern periodic table. 
   SWBAT explain how the periodic law can be used to predict the physical & chemical properties of elements. 
   SWBAT describe how the elements belonging to a group of the periodic table are interrelated in terms of atomic number. 
   SWBAT describe the relationship between electrons in sublevels & the length of a period. 
   SWBAT locate & name the 4 blocks of the periodic table & explain these names. 
   SWBAT discuss the relationship between group configurations and group numbers. 
   SWBAT describe the locations in the periodic table and the general properties of the alkali metals, the alkaline-earth metals, the halogens, and the noble gases.   
    

Daily Learning Goal 

  SWBAT describe the electron 
configurations for the atoms of 
any element using orbital 
notation, electron-configuration 
notation, and when appropriate, 
noble-gas notation. 
    SWBAT describe the Bohr 
model of the hydrogen atom. 

  SWBAT read a scientific article 
and extract important information 

  SWBAT describe the electron 
configurations for the atoms of 
any element using orbital 
notation, electron-configuration 
notation, and when appropriate, 
noble-gas notation. 
    SWBAT describe the Bohr 
model of the hydrogen atom. 

   SWBAT describe the Bohr 
model of the hydrogen atom. 
   SWBAT discuss the significance 
of the photoelectric effect and the 
line-emission spectrum of 
hydrogen to the development of the 
atomic model. 

   SWBAT describe the electron 
configurations for the atoms of 
any element using orbital 
notation, electron-configuration 
notation, and when appropriate, 
noble-gas notation. 
    SWBAT describe the Bohr 
model of the hydrogen atom.  

Activities: 

 Color Electron Configuration 
Periodic Table 
 
Notes: Noble Gas EC’s 

 SUB Day 
 -Flint Water Article & 
Questions 

  Put Monday’s HW in TI’s 
  
 Notes: Bohr Models, Valence 
electrons, Lewis dot structures 
 

 SUB Day 
  Electron configuration/ Bohr 
Model WS 
 

 Review Bohr Models, Valence 
electrons, Lewis dot structures 
 
 Read Protein article- short 
written response 
  
 Classwork / 

Homework 
  Electron configuration WS 
#17-33 

  Finish Questions   Baby Bohr Models WS   N/A  Finish Bohr Model WS 
Standards or 
Frameworks: 

  SC.912.P.8.5; SC.912.P.10.9; SC.912.P.10.10; SC.912.P.10.18 
 


